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Spillover Spas
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Alps Spillover spas are designed to enhance the beauty 
of your swimming pool while providing hydrotherapy 
enjoyment for your family and friends. Models come 
complete with twelve stainless steel hydrotherapy jets. 
Adding a spillover spa to your pool creates the perfect 
"hot spot" for family and friends to soak and enjoy the 
benefits of hot water therapy!

* Models shown have optional underwater light.

Bench

Lounge

Vanishing Edge

* Models subject to change without notice



8’ x 9’ Curved Bullnose Step
8’ x 9’ Step Also Available For 48” Walls
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6’ x 9’ Curved Bullnose Step

6’ Straight Cantilever Step

8’ Straight Bullnose Step

8’ Roman Bullnose Step

2’ In Wall
Ladder

ALPS offers options for deep end swim out steps 
as well as entry systems for pools with automatic 
covers. Our Ergonomically designed Swim-Out 
Steps allow for the ability to not only walk into 
the pool but also allows you to do it comfortably 
from the deep end of the pool! Your Dealer can 
install (optional) 6 direct pressure upper and 
lower hydrotherapy spa jets. Join in the fun with 
family and friends in your pool while relaxing in 
an ergonomically designed seats!

Alps functional design incorporates 
comfortable seating areas on both the 
first and third tread on several of our 
models. The third tread seating provides 
adults the added ability to remain 
submerged from the chest area downward 
while sitting back, relaxing, and enjoying 
the benefits of refreshing pool water. 

Ask your dealer for liner patterns that blend beautifully with our grey and blue steps

All Models available in white, grey, and blue.
All Models available in Bullnose and Cantilever

Deep End Swim-Out Step

8’ Roman Cantilever Swim-Out

8’x9’ Curved Cantilever Swim-Out

6’ Straight Swim-Out

* Models shown have optional hydrotherapy jets.

• Great for deep end entry, new pools and renovations
• Easy to install inside the pool to go the entire width of the pool
• Add a 2’ or 8’ section to an ENDLESSNESS step to any rectangle vinyl pool

• As solid as poured concrete but no forms required. Drawing for vinyl step is supplied for any vinyl liner 
     manufacturer to build at the same time as you order your pool kit
 

Standard Options
Available in Bullnose and Cantilever

Swim-Out Steps
Available in Bullnose and Cantilever

Vinyl Over Endless Step

6’ Corner Step
( Cantilever Only )

10’ Roman


